Alternate History ABBA: My my, at Waterloo Wellington surrendered...

INTERMISSION #101
E-zine by Ahrvid Engholm, ahrvid@hotmail.com for EAPA and a few other innocent victims,
due to amazing sf&fandom history stuff dug up from the Royal Library In Stockholm. Follow
@SFJournalen's newstweets from Nordic sf/fantasy/horror/fandom on Twitter, stemming from
four decades of covering fanews. Typos in DNA make a virus nasty, but there are typos
everywhere...also in this zine. Who'll invent digital corflu? Roscoe demands! Late Sept 2020.

VIROLOGICALLY
Intermission has lately been a little like science fiction and fandom history 101, so why not continue!
It's at least some history from the virus-resistant north... The background is, as explained, that
Sweden's Royal Library in the spring made it's digital newspaper archive open on-line, temporarily for
two months as compensation for the rest of the library having heavy visiting restrictions. I spent
hundreds of hours researching what old newspapers said about sf and Swedish fandom, and have
lots of material saved. I now feel it's my duty to continue reporting about earlier unknown, interesting
discoveries. The articles are added as illustrations, readable if magnified (but maybe a bit blurry, four
layout and file size reasons) for Nordic readers. For the rest, I'll present translations and summaries.
Comments are welcome. And questions about things you want me to elaborate on.
But as the blasted virus keeps nagging us, first also some comments on The Thing that made skiffy
real! Sweden has been described as everything from a epidemiological disaster to the virologically
smartest asses on Earth. For the moment, the corona pandemic has shrunk to virtually nothing. Right
now Swedes are Viking conquerors of the plague. Daily fatalities are 0 most days, ICU admissions 02 per day. The 2.3 million Region Stockholm has only 2 ICU patients. This is what it has been for
almost three two months. The number of new infections discovered is in
the low hundreds, but that's because testing was tripled during the
summer. Virtually all cases are mild. The low infection spread is
illustrated by the Public Health Agency's random control survey of 2500,
finding zero (0) corona infections! Zero! Umeå University tested 10 000 Headline on random sample: "2500
tested - none had corona",indicating
students and staff, and found three (3)
really low spread of virus in Sweden
infections. Some experts claim the
epidemic is over here. I think there might be a little bump later in
autumn, as colder weather will move people indoors, but it should be
mild. We probably have a decent herd immunity level. Famed Dr
Tegnell estimated ca 20% of Swedes carry antibodies but so called Tcell immunity, harder to test, is believed to be twice that. 60% immunity
Swedish deaths with corona (usually together with recommendations (but gatherings up to 500 will open
not from the virus!), March up to now. soon) is enough to slam brake the epidemic. GDP is believed to shrink
Curve flat for 2.5 months! If a 2nd
by "only" 4.5%, compared to 10-20% in many other countries. It will
wave comes, it should be mild.
mean less depression, less drugs and alcohol, lower unemployment,
less domestic violence, health care for other diseases, etc. It's true that the Swedish fatality rate was
high early on (see graph) but much of it was deaths with corona, not from it, as the statistics definition
used here is very wide (any death having had the virus within 30 days). In eg Norway a doctor is
required to determine that the virus was the major cause. Such things make figures incompatible.
An interesting article about the mystery of super spreaders, responsible for virtually all infections
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/09/k-overlooked-variable-driving-pandemic/616548
which Sweden (like eg NYC & London) was unfortunate to get many of early. In the long run, we'll get
the most reliable numbers from stats of excessive deaths. But that will take careful analysis and we
must wait till the fat nurse sings, next year or so. Meanwhile it seems the little bugger has a field day
in other parts of the world. My advice is: easy with draconic measures, but build a wall of plastics,
disinfectants and distance around elderly and the vulnerable. The infection is mild with the younger,
only a few spread it, and methods for treatment those being a bit worse off have improved.
I hope this science fiction world will turn Mundane ASAP!
--Ahrvid Engholm

Söme möre sf ånd fändöm histöry
fröm Swedish newspåpers

Well, since I've been doing it in the last few issues, I'll continue to present newspaper articles and
stuff from the Royal Library archive. Why change a winning concept! (If you've mislaid or missed any
of these history issues, beginning with #96, ask me for the PDFs. Sizes around 2-3 MB.) Some of the
stuff in thish will give extra info on subjects already covered, of course, and some may be about what
has been seen as futuristic technology - computers, space travel, atomic power and such.
One of Swedish skiffy's most well-known figures is John-Henri Holmberg. As a teenager he made a
Swedish version of Fanac, at the same time as "Carl J Brandon jr" editing the competing newszine
SF Times (another US title)! His parent's house was placed at crossroads, so he used his ordinary
address for one of the newszines and placed an extra mailbox at the crossing road for the other
newszine... He also became involved in making SF-Forum, a thick, serious zine, the leading one of
the period. And if that wasn't enough, aged just over 20 he organised the main sf con of that year,
Fancon, as Dagens Nyheter reported May 2 1970, "Sf-Convention - Situation Getting Gloomier!":

Enjoy your stuffed turkey in November...and stuffed ballot boxes

...The convention will go on for three days, during which they'll must make time to both watch 'King Kong"
and eat dinner at Hong Kong. The traditional convention film "Ghost of the Night" will also be shown. Fancon
70 is arranged by the Witty Society Your Friend
Fandom which is said to be an informal literary
society consisting of gentlemen students JohnHenri Holmberg, Mats Linder and Bertil
Mårtensson. The purpose of the society is just
as incomprehensible as its name. /Some of the
program then mentioned, incl panel "Sf in
Sweden - why so little and bad" and sf in
Denmark./ It's still about science fiction, not
(Danish) Socialist Folkparty. The situation in
Denmark is a little better, and in breaks one
could study an exhibit of sf art and comics. In
the evening Svante Bodin's electronic
composition 'Transition to Majoranas space' and Hans Arnold's impression of ABBA, from their album.
disco dance. Next convention takes place in Gothenburg. It has been named Gothcon 71 and is arranged by
the Bitter Society You FanTurn Back. (Caption: One of the sf convention organisers, John-Henri Holmberg,
shows sf art. In this case a work by Hans Arnold.)
The "Bitter" Society was a parody of the "Witty" Society. Artist Hans Arnold was later world famous for doing
the wonderful cover for ABBA the Greatest hits.

And here another article, from Dagens Nyheter Nov 13 1973:
Misc sf News
A publication with just about anything may be called magazine. But is it exclusively about
sf it is called a fanzine. A Swedish such fanzine began in 1960 and is Sweden's oldest
still published fanzine. Its name is SF Forum and it is published by the Scandinavian SF
Association with misters John-Henri Holmberg and Mats Linder as editors. Normally it
seldom reaches anyone outside the just under 100 subscribers, who also sometimes
contribute with their own short stories. But #57, which is about Tove Jansson, was
intended to get into the hands of non-subscribers too. It has been sold in bookshop and
the safest way to get it is to write to Mats Linder, 9:15 Körsbärs Way, 114 23 Stockholm.
The magazine costs five crowns and contains an academic essay about Tove by Harry
Hackzell and an article by Holmberg, titled "The Living Moomin Valley", where he makes
a brave attempt to separate what is ordinary fairy tale from what we call fantasy. The
publishing schedule has been a bit shaky lately, Mars Linder says about SF Forum.
Subscription costs 22 crowns. #58 has arrived anyway. Between five and ten issues per
year is promised for anyone subscribing. It could be mentioned about John-Henri
Holmberg, that he has taken over the publishing of sf from Askild & Kärnekull, after Sam
J Lundwall, who has enough of other things to take care of anyway, e g his own
publishing house Delta and translations for Lindfors and Lindqvist. That means that the
grand translation of Cabell in 20 volumes that the publisher has begun now switches
translator. Sam J Lundwall managed to translate
Manuel and The Silver Stallion, which will be
published soon. Next year we will get what is
considered the best in the series, which is Jurgen.
(Caption: John-Henri takes over from Sam.)

At that time JHH - as most in Sverifen call
him, it saves keystrokes! - was around 24
years of age and had been in fandom for
about 10 years. And around this time the
longest running most defining feud in Swedish
fandom began: Sam J Vs JHH! As I
understand it, when Sam J Lundwall left
publisher A&K and started his own business

with Delta, it didn't go totally smooth. And that JHH stepped in to replace him is one source for Sam
bearing a grudge against the younger colleague. But not only that. Sam J has always been to the left
in politics, and JHH to the right. Sam J published Soviet sf, JHH did Heinlein. (I also know of some
personal business, which I won't go into.) JHH will always pretend that he really doesn't have
anything against "Samsan", as he calls him, and Sam J will with an irony black as night call his
opponent "my best friend in the whole world". It has been going on for half a century by now.
JHH had around that time studied literature at Stockholm University, writing eg a paper on JRR
Tolkien. He never took an exam (as if he needed it, we can see he finds his way around books!) but
there's an interesting story behind it. He of course wanted to do his exam work on science fiction. He
asked his supervisor at Stockholm university this, one professor E N Tigerstedt - who said no!
Science fiction wasn't real literature. (And yet, Tigerstedt had been the one editing the first sf
anthology published in Sweden, Adventures of Tomorrow in 1953.) OK, JHH thought, I'll go to another
university. But when asking around he received negative replies from every single Swedish university
literature institution! Science fiction belonged in the gutter! Silly trash!
So he went to publishing this sub-quality barely readable misuse of paper instead.
And doing a few sf cons, like another Fancon, number 2 presented in Dagens
Nyheter May 26 1974:
Sf-convention on Friday
All friends of sf and their relatives have a couple of days of feast next weekend. They will
gather for a convention in the Student House at 32 Holländar Street. It's the 19th
Scandinavian sf convention and is therefore called Fancon 2. Any poor convention must
have a name. It starts a little sneaky already on Friday May 31 by showing four films, of
which one is so bad that it's really good. It is called "The Werewolf hunts Frankenstein" and
evidently the monster is on vacation. Saturday authors Sven Christer Swahn, Carl Johan
Holzhausen, Bertil Mårtensson and Ralf Parland will read and have lectures. To this an
auction, a film lecture by Gunnar Oldin and more films. On Sunday they deal with the
difficult subject "How to do sf critique?", with Staffan Bergsten, Torsten Ekbom, Magnus
Hedlund and Per Lysander. Views on this literary genre is also delivered by Jon Bing and
Tor Åge Bringsvaerd from Norway and the Dane Jannick Storm. The same day there is a
convention dinner with a speech by the imported Brian W Aldiss from England - a giant in
the field, both as a critic and author. To take part in this convention costs 25 crowns and all
dough is highly non-profit, any surplus goes to the next convention if there is one, because
on Monday the bold organisers intend to let a panel of publishers and sf authors debate
what the meaning with sf really is. In connection there will be an art exhibit, book sales,
dance and a masquerade. May we give some advice? Don't dress up as Frankenstein's
monster, he'll be there in several versions anyway. Interested may call tel 13 22 48 or 31 23
18, both with area code 08 if you live outside Stockholm
(Captions: Cover of program booklet. And: Suggestion for a masquerade costume)

Note how the tone of this is rather sarcastic, just as the piece about the first Fancon!
The genre wasn't really kosher. But soon came a period when the genre began to
spread (after going down a bit in the 1960's) for awhile. Three or four publishers
began sf book series in the 1970's, and there where two paperback sf series for the
newsagent "kiosks", three if you count a horror series which often also published sf.
But I doubt any profit from this con went to next year's (I also doubt Fancon, made
any profit at all). No way that JHH would send money to...Sam J! It it was he and
publisher Delta who organised the 1975 con. In the 1970's Sam and JHH had some
sort of informal truce, doing the big Stockholm sf con every second year. Sam did
"SF-Kongressen" 1973, 1975, 1977, 1979 and JHH was involved in the cons 1972,
1974 and 1976. The last one was Scancon 1976, my own first sf con, and a major
success with 475 attendees, a record for Swedish cons which lasted until the
Stockholm Eurocon 2011 which had 750 attendees. (Sam J would of course in a
rather trumpian manner claim his cons were bigger, they weren't. I was there 77 and

79. He had around 300 in Hotel Amaranten, which of course became known as Hotel SAMaranten.)
But Sam J's Best Friend in the Whole World had presented himself already in 1970 as a literature
student, July 26, in the regular essay department Under Strecket ("Under the Line") in Svenska
Dagbladet, "Science Fiction: In Angst Towards the Time". (And as it's so long I'll only translate
excerpts. BTW, all translations in Intermission are hyper fast ones, not 100% perfect):

/From the intro:/ Much of today's sf has a base somewhat different from the contemporary novel but is
otherwise just as serious, says JH Holmberg literary historian of Stockholm university … He'll present some of
the leading sf authors, pioneers revolutionising the genre during the passed decade. … /He says sf isn't Flash
Gordon and critics wrongly connects it with the worst examples. Modern sf is different and better. The concept
was created by Gernsback in 1926 who wanted silly technical tales. In the 1940's it became better./ Stylistic
prose came with Ray Bradbury and Alfred Bester; Theodore Sturgeon combined neat language with
psychological sharpness, and a certain beginning social critique could be found in Frederik Pohl and CM
Kornbluth. Sf didn't differ from other literature by a lot of science any more, but it was more a certain attitude
towards storytelling and the material. The sf author wrote about the possible that hasn't happened yet,
speculating in possibilities and tendencies, and if only the speculations hadn't been so shallow and simple you
could have called it visionary. /in the 50's sf left technology out even more. It became like other literature but
with different starting points./ Today's leading sf authors do stylistic experiments, person studies, raising
philosophical and contemporary questions. /No more green monsters any more! It's a result from a
development starting a decade ago with eg Brian Aldiss and JG Ballard./ Aldiss find technical speculations
uninteresting. He is captivated by time and Man's relation to it. At the same time he wants to renew sf and ijn
his latest three most convincing novels he has experimented with stylistics and narrative which has both
puzzled and made sf interested enthusiastic. /JHH goes through An Age, Report on Probability A and Barefoot
in the Head. / You can put him in contrast to JG Ballard, the incomparably most intensive and peculiar of the
younger sf authors. Ballard digs deep into the human psyche of and transforms its labyrinth to views from an
all too genuine reality of resignation and madness. Ballard's stories comes from an 'inner space' where
consciousness and the outer reality meet and confront each other. The resulting surrealism becomes a reality
on several levels, where the atmosphere is expressed in archetypical landscapes: a deserted beach is
populated by the horror and loneliness that the Ballard characters experience inside. /Sf is often accused of
being shallow butt Ballard's characters often only exists as 'symbols'. JHH goes through The Drowned World,
the Crystal World, The Drought./ The reversed view is typical for Ballard. The psychological odd becomes
norm, reality reflects an inner r3ality, a dream, a landscape of symbols. But in the end Ballard like Aldiss
follows the traditions of sf. He accepts the freedom of reason, the power of thought, the superior importance of
our consciousness. The visionary experience is fundamental and decisive; the psychological landscape is
means to reach knowledge about the self and what makes it real. /He mentions the new wave, Moorcock and

Behold the Man... / a book with a massive richness of views, colours, symbols. After a series of uninteresting
entertainment novels Moorcock comes forth as an important and engaging author. His interests are partly
parallel with Ballard. He too wants to dig into human rationality to see how it works and why. Moorcock too is
also captivated by the abnormal mind's ability to distort reality, its need for dreams, of the break up of
rationality under stress. But unlike Ballard clinical symbolic language Moorcock used it as an instrument to
reach direct emotional contact with the reader. His prose has feelings, it's alive, desperate in its engagement.
Behold the Man is a study of schizophrenia and religious symbols. /The novel is about the crucifixion but
Moorcock is stylistically behind Aldiss and Ballard. Sf is developing fast. SF authors visiting aliens worlds now
discover our own world, discovering Man can be an just as interesting object to study as a Martian/ and has
this way made sf relevant for us and out time, which makes it to one of the most dynamic and interesting
literary fields.

"Vote early and often!"

Mr Holmberg have had several articles in the Under Strecket department (I have also
had a couple!) even as recent as this year. I notice though that his style of writing is
just about the same in 1970 as it is now. A focus on individual authors, using many
adjectives, adverbs and appraisive words. In 1974 he wrote the second Swedish
study of the genre, Dreams about Eternity (as the title translates to), more academic
than Sam J's SF - What's It All About but not as colourful and enthusiastic. Sam's
book is a better recruiter for the genre, I think. JHH mimicked and challenged Sam J
when it came to publishing, organising sf cons, writing books, even publishing sf
JHH's 70's sf study
magazines. No wonder they became adversaries!
Once on a convention in Gothenburg, I saw Sam J and JHH sitting in the bar, a metre apart back to
back for several hours, pretending the other one didn't exist. There were no other free chairs at that
bar, you see...

I last issue I covered Sam J Lundwall's TV career, and a reader sent me an interesting article about
it from the TV broadcaster's program magazine, not in the Royal Library digital archive, May 1969. I

better present it, especially as it is written by the BNF "reverend" Anders S Fröberg (he wasn't a
clergyman in reality, just a fannish title as fans thought he "looked holy"), "Sf - not only monsters":
TV will now make a drive for sf. It is the colour TV group which in it's experimental activities focus on the
undervalued genre, And the main producer of the series Sam J Lundwall hopes viewers will realise that sf isn't
only banal monster stories. It can have serious social criticism and humorous satire. It may be a platform for
experimental writers and artists. Is? Isn't that terrible rubbish? Green men from Mars, monsters, giants,
rayguns and violence, werewolves and time machines. Well the pundits of sf have it partly right. Much sf is
nonsense, shallow stories of simpler type. There are bad stories, very bad TV series, extremely bad comics
and thoroughly lousy films. Sf has especially in Sweden become almost a swear word, to such a degree that
when a young Swedish sf author, Bertil Mårtensson, had his first novel accepted by Bonniers recently (first
having it published in Danish translation) they didn't dare to call it sf on the cover or in the marketing. /Some
examples of good sf writers mentioned./ Now there are signs that sf is coming back in Sweden, after many
years of hibernation. Häpna! And Swedish Galaxy folded some years ago and since the friends of sf have had
to read American and English books in original. Non-English readers have had to do with some novels by
Bradbury and established writers. But it has began to change on some fronts. Dagens Nyheter has announced
an sf writing contest (but introduced by a rather ignorant and curious article). Publisher Lindqvist which earlier
tried to publish sf now comes back with a paperback series. It's cheap books in plain design. And the first
books are rather simple. But their boss says they have had a good reception and they will come once a month,
perhaps more frequent further on. If it goes well they'll perhaps try some more advanced novels. The film 2001
- e Space Odyssey have gone down well in Sweden. And was reviewed seriously by the most senior critics of
the papers (unusual for sf films). /Sam J's series of programs detailed, see last issue./ Another TV man coworker is Jan Hemmel in Malmö who has made a couple of dramatisations of short stories. Torsten Jungstedt,
among many things also expert on sf, is also involved. SF Today is the name of the series /More details of the
series. I mention here what's not covered in last issue and I summarise a bit./ May 16 to dramatisations by Jan
Hemmel, from Robert Sheckley's Lifeboat Mutiny and The Body. … Rerun May 24. Friday May 30 Japanese
animated Captain Ultra...Saturday June 7 an episode of British puppet show Stingray ...Friday June 13 Sam J
Lundwall reports from Oxford convention...also the film Born of Man and Woman, a film version from the
1940s on a story by Richard Matheson, Alan Nurse also an sf author made the film in b/w. The colour group
will play around with it and "tint" it, ie colourise it in harmony with the sound. Friday 20 June an episode of
Star Trek /it is said it was never shown/ Friday June 29 one more program from the Oxford convention, a
report that will talk about what is called fandom - the inner circle of the friends of sf, the fans. From fandom
comes many of the best authors and publishers. Fandom deals with other things than sf, strange stunts,
internal jokes that are self-ironic and much that is incomprehensible for outsiders.

The genre's status in Sweden has varied in waves. During the days of Verne and Wells, before the
term "science fiction" existed, it was seen in positive light. In the 1940's came Jules Verne Magasinet
and Cpt Future and sf suddenly became a danger for school kids! Useless trash. But in the 1950's
the mood changed. Harry Martinson wrote space poetry and sf book series began and there was a
positive interest (despite
Elisabeth Tykesson's ambush
attempts, see previous issue).
In the 1960s sf went down
again, butup in the 1970s, down
in the 1980s, up in the 1990s..
However the latest positive
trend for sf is too much about
films, TV shows, games, toys,
costumes and such!
The positive 1950's trend is
exemplified by Dagens Nyheter
June 7 1953 having a long article on sf translated, written by no less than Arthur Koestler, "The PreDried Fantasy", which as far as I have found is the first one also giving a more detailed mention of sf
fandom, though his ideas are a bit twisted (do you know where "fenvention" comes from? - Uncle
Google has no useful answers). His piece is rather long so I'll translate the most interesting parts:

/Koestler begins summarising AE Van Vogt's The Weapon Shops if Isher/ ...probably the most popular of the
American sf writers of today. The quoted book has recently been published in England in an sf book series
and a British sf club has at the same
time been founded, which indicates
that the new craze which can be
called a cosmic Lindy Hop now have
jumped over the Atlantic. I'd better
confess that at during the time I lived
in the USA also devoured some sf,
and that I still get a relapse. To read
about trips in space, time travel,
Martian maids, robot civilisations and
super humans from alien galaxies
creates a habit just as opium,
murder, mysteries and veggie foo. In
England they probably don't know to
what huge degree this habit runs in
the USA. According to a recent
investigation sales figures for
mysteries and wild west novels in
the US 4000 copies /hard cover?/
while the figure for sf novels is 6000
copies, ie 50% more. Every month
six new novels of this type is
published in the USA, and three big
publishers have specialised in sf.
There are a lot of sf magazines, sf
clubs, sf films and sf on TV., The
faithful, one could call the the sfmaniacs, are called 'fen', spelled
FEN, which is plural of fan (devoted
admirer), analogue to that 'men' is
plural of 'man'. Fen gathers in
clubhouses called "slan-shacks", a
sort of huts for "slans", biologically
mutated super humans, and in these
clubhouses they have conventions,
called
'fenventions'.
These active in
sf talks a sort of
cosmic airmenlike slang, which
of course should
be called
'cosmilingo'.
Young space
pioneers wouldn't
like to meet
BEMs, bug-eyed
monsters (in
Swedish
glosögda
monster, or to
follow the usual
sf abbreviations
"glömos") among
alien nebulas
without being
armed with
death-ray pistols.
They'll swear like

"Holy space", "by Saturn's seven rings" or "for the gas craters of Venus". When it comes to the kids they no
longer pepper you with colts; instead they blow you up to atoms with nuclear blast mines. They have plastic
covers on their heads that look like diving helmets that make it possible for them to breath while the float
around in space between the heavenly bodies where they no longer is affected by gravity. On the TV screen
space pioneer Tom Corbet is about to beat Hopalong Cassidy as the national hero No 1 for the kids. Even the
housewives who listen to radio while doing their chores are on their way to become conscious about cosmos.
The soap opera has branched out into the space opera. This is the grotesque side of sf. But a fad that has
become so big can't be entirely a fad. In a distorted way it marks a need in our time. Sf is a typical product of
the atomic age. The discoveries made during the atomic age lays like an undigested lump in the stomach of
humanity. Electronic brains that predict elections, lie detectors that make people come forth with the truth, new
drugs that'll make you swear on lies, rays that produces biological monsters -. all of this development during
the last 50 years has created new views and new nightmares that yet haven't been able to be assimilated with
art and literature. Primitive and clumsy sf now tries to fill this void. But perhaps there is a deeper laying reason
for this sudden longing for other times and other worlds. When people read about the latest tests with
hydrogen bombs they realise more than they perhaps are ready to confess for themselves the possibility that
the human civilisation is coming to an end. And at the same time they perhaps have a dark and hardly
phrased suspicion that the reason for this is deeper than communism and fascism, that it perhaps is in the
nature of homo sapiens. In other words that man is a biological misfit and doomed, just as the dinosaurs way
back. I think that6 some sort of apocalyptic intuition is of that kind may be the reason for the sudden interest
for other world and other stars. Sf isn't a new thing in literature, of course. /Lucian of Samosata, Swift, Butler,
Verne, Huxley, Orwell are mentioned./ Modern sf takes itself seriously, while such things earlier where only
literary extravagances, it's now produced for a mass audience, There are certain rules each must follow so
critics won't crush you to pieces. The first and basic one is that writers may only deal with such future
inventions, gizmos and machines that are logically possible from from discoveries of today and don't break
any natural laws. An army of physicists, biologists and other scientists are employed by the movie and TV
industries to check that every detail is accordingly, even with sf for children. It can be noted that some of the
most well-known sf authors in America really are scientists, some even internationally well-known, writing
under pseudonym. The most recent and most distinguished one is Bertrand Russell. This guarantees scientific
accuracy but unfortunately not artistic quality. Is it possible that sf which is now in its cradle one day may
become the literature of the future? Some famous critics in the USA seriously believe that. But I don't. I think
that sf is fine entertainment, but it can never become fine art. /Koestler then goes more into these unfortunate
views, despite that he has written sf himself! Basically, he thinks we can never 'identify' with things that are too
strange. He doesn't recognise Swift, Orwell etc as sf... Even crime fiction is better, since it has a "disciplined
imagination"./ What we can learn from sf is modesty. When we reach for the stars our limits become obvious.
The heroes of sf have unlimited abilities and means, but their feeling and reactions are even in the most
extreme situations limited by human abilities. Romeo and Julia may live on the enemy planets several light
years apart, but the tragedy is the same. Othello may test Desdemona with a lie detector, his jealousy would
still make him blind for the obvious. Space pioneer Tom Corbett behaves on the third planet in the
constellation of Orion in the exactly same manner as he would in a drug store in Minnesota, and one is
tempted to ask him: "Was it really worth the trip?' About 20 years ago the German writer Alfred Döblin wrote a
novel in which humanity discovers the secret of biological changes, by just snapping the fingers you can
become a giant, tiger, demon, fish. In the end of the book the last samples of this happy species sit in eternal
silence as black ravens, each on a lonely rock, They have tested, experienced, seen and said everything
under the sun, and the only thing remaining is to die of boredom. Tired of imagination.

When it comes to our genre, Koestler gives us darkness at noon, but at least he is interested enough
to have read the stuff. Of course I disagree. Sf can expand our ability to identify with strange things,
and that's the point, to make our minds more flexible. And being on eg an alien world won't produce
the same reactions as walking into a Minnesotan drug store, I promise! Except you mind find it hard
to breathe...

"Be careful about reading health books. You
may die of a misprint." --Mark Twain

I've earlier covered the
Swedish (and American)
sf movie "Terror in the
Midnight Sun". Here's
about another sf flick,
which AFAIK wasn't
finished. It wasn't the
"first" Swedish sf film, but
Expressen writes
September 18 1974,
"Film Girl Wanted to Play
a Martian in Sweden's
First SF Film":
The hunt for girl for
Swedish films continues!
Now what is wanted is a
"strange" girl. She shall play
a being from an alien planet
in Sweden's first sf fil. At
least that's what the the
men behind the film claims,
composer Ralph Lundsten
and director Bo A Videnius.
"Everything is prepared.
As soon as we find the right
girl we start," Ralph and Bo
say.
Ralph Lundsten is wellknown as electronic
composer, film maker and
artist. His unique studio in
Värmdö outside Stockholm
has become world-famous.
He has eg made 12 short
films for TV. This sf film will
be his first feature film.
Vibenius usually directs, but
is this time satisfied with
supplying money. He made a substantial loss with the film "How Marie Met Fredrik", but is now in the black
again from American profits of the brutal film "Thriller"
"We got the idea for the new film together, but realised that we couldn't write the manuscript ourselves," Bo
A Vibenius says. So they contacted Bertil Mårtenssonm, known critic and sf author. Mårtensson writes the
script for "Cosmic Lover", which is the film's working title. Lundsten's fantastic studio and house will play a
major role in the film. Iun this house lives a man named Ralph (played by a foreign not yet named actor)
meddling with electronics ans electronic sound waves. Via a computer-controlled TV transmitter he comes in
contact wit the girl Iona, "an Angle who is bored in space".
"After a while she comes to Earth and the rest of the film Is about her confrontation with our future world,"
Vibenius says. Lundsten will direct, opens his house and (of course) makes the music. It's through his
equipment and sound projections on TV that the ideas have emerged. The horror artist Hans Arnold will make
masks and set decorations. And the premiere will be in March next year.
"If we can only find the girl," Lundsten and Vibenius say. They have travelled everywhere in the country to
find the young "strange" girl who will play Iona.
"But isn't it too fantastic. You couldn't reach space with this studio equipment," you wonder.
"You never know," Ralph Lundsten says. And smiles...
(Caption: Composer Ralph Lundsten and director Bo A Vibenius will make Sweden's first sf film."

And a day later from Göteborgs-Posten
September 19 1974, "They Make
Swedish SF Film":
When Bo A Vibenius made the film "When
Marie meets Fredrik..." for kids, he didn't get
his invested money back. But "Thriller",
which couldn't be shown in Sweden in
original form, he has now made money from
USA. So now he'll do an sf film, the first
made in Sweden. It's named "Cosmic
Lovers" and it will be directed y composer
Ralph Lundsten (to the right in the pic) who
bu that makes his feature film debut.
Lundsten will also make music for the film,
The Manuscript will be written by the sf
author Bertil Mårtensson, Lund, and the
shooting begins this autumn. The female
lead is Iona, an "unearthly being" who
comes to Earth and right now the producer
Vibenius is looking for an "incredibly

beautiful" girl for that part. The male lead Ralph, who deals with
electronics, will be played by a foreign actor.

This film never made it to the screen, but Vibenius made
many other films. In fact be became known as the Swedish
B-movie king. "Thriller - A Cruel Picture" (too violent for the
then Swedish Film Bureau!) has in fact become a major cult
classic, inspiring for instance Quentin Tarantino. The famous
pin-up star Christina Lindberg played the lead. You can see a
part of it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=VRevq_UkmC8 (but if you look around really hard you
might find the whole film). As for Ralph Lundsten, he's been
most known for his beautiful electronic music (I have visited
him in his fantastic studio!) but he was a film maker too. He
made number of experimental short films, often giving the
same sort of dreaming feeling as his music. Many of his films
are on Youtube, just search for "Ralph Lundsten".
Time to dig more into what the papers wrote about some old
sf cons. Here's from the first Stockon and Dagens Nyheter
August 24 1957, "Plato's Dialogues Becomes a Classic on sf
convention":
The sf folks of the country, a collection of very young and very
serious persons, will have a convention in Stockholm this
weekend. Friday evening they gathered for a preparing
getogether in cafe Gondolen. (Caption:Sf veteran Sture
Lönnerstrand, surrounded by left ErikJohansson, Kristianstad, and
Göran Eriksson, Uppsala.)
"We don't, as most think, deal with Flash Gordon and monsters in
space," the chairman of the local section who made the invitations,
Sture Lönnerstrand. "Sf is something deeply serious, something

which wants to make people aware of the dangers lurking in the future."
Horror magazines and other such things is something the real sf people see with contempt. It's BEMs, as it's
called here, in translation: Bug-Eyed Monsters, glosögda monster, something that doesn't fit any sf interest
with dignity.
"Sf," Mr Lönnerstrand said," is instead what I'd like to call factasy. Scientific fact combined with fantasy. Think
of James Orwell /sic!/ or the nightmare tales of Kafka or Karin Boye's Kallocain!"
The sf interested think they have a really important task to fullfill. It's to make people conscious - not of
possible threats from warring beings of Jupiter, but of what the technological development may lead to. We
must watch out, a couple of young enthusiasts said with conviction, it may very well happen that we any day
are turned into robot-like creatures by some power-hungry dictator. We are already a bit on the way. So there's
not without reason most books takes place in technologically superior dictatorships. This must lead to
pacifism, Sture Lönnerstrand says, The younger, some very young, in the Stockholm section - Futura listened with great interest, and accepted the condemnation of Flash Gordon. Mr Lönnerstrand launched Plato
as the first real sf classic, considering the depiction of Atlantis in the dialogue Critias, which was also
accepted. Then they drank coffee and discussed Swedish and foreign fanzines, as they are called,published
by the ca 10 sf clubs in the country. Some were generously distributed during the evening, but it must have
been something of a shock for people with an sf interest in the Lönnerstrand sense. Some of the very
imaginatively illustrated stories,mostly written by the members themselves, would raise your hair on the head
of the late Flash Gordon. Later in the evening a person performed, whose astral body had experience of
space. But he awoke a very critical discussion. On the convention they intend to form a Swedish sf union.

"Union" here means a federation between the clubs, not a "trade union", of course. But most unions
fell apart. Fans are too
individualistic and don't
want a guy at the top
telling you what to do. A
very common idea among
Mundane Reporters was
that sf was about flying
saucers, as we could see
in this piece from Götcon
in Gothenburg, in
Göteborgs-Posten May 27
1967, "Sf Isn't Only Flying
Saucers and Flash
Gordon":
'Why does sf have a negative
image? That' was discussed
on a convention for sf
enthusiasts in the Björngård
Villa during Easter. It's very
difficult to get the Swedes
away from the vulgar idea
that sf is only flying saucers
and Flash Gordon. Nobody
wants to understand what sf
really is. Should this be true it may be forgiven. During the convention it was shown there are as many ideas of
what sf is as there were attendees. This was evident from a discussion of differences between sf and fantasy.
Everyone agreed that that most space books are sf. But the film "The Fly" shown in the cinemas a while ago what about that? Machines and the environment was scientifically correct, so it was sf. But the conflict in the
film was fantasy and had no real background. It was a 'fantasy story'. Sf becomes obsolete since it is based on
what science learns. Fantasy on the other hand looks into the future with the help of imagination. This makes
such literature timeless. Many of the attendees were unsatisfied with how the press treated sf.
"If we'll have eg a convention," John-Henri Holmberg said,"the papers write the Flying Saucer People Have

come To Town." Student Stefan Elfersson, Lund, said that TV's "The Space Patrool" was negative for public
opinion about sf. It was a typical "space opera", ie bad space entertainment. But it will become better. TV
negotiates about buying an sf series which has become a big success in USA. It is called 'Star Trek' and there
are chances we will see it in the autumn. On the last day the 10 000 Crowns winner in TV Leif Andersson held
a speech about his special subject astronomy. The convention with Leif Andersson together with John-Henri
Holmberg talking about sf in USA, Germany, France and Italy.
(Caption: 10 000 Crowns winner in TV Lef Andersson right, Falkenberg, was a popular attendee and
speaker. In the picture seen with the convention chairman Arne M Sjögren and John-Henri Holmberg left,
Stockholm.)

The Björngård Villa was hired from a teetotaller society, so there was (hm!) no bar - but it is said you
could frequently hear the bottles popping on the WC. Fans are fans. Touche pas a mon blog! This
con was well covered in the press. Another article in Göteborgs-Tidningen March 23, "SF Fantasts
Celebrate Easter in Slottskogen" (had to crop the headline for technical reasons):
...30 Swedes decided to spend Easter
on interplanetary roaming
Slottsskogen...Sweden's 12th sf
convention, where they'll whisper
about flying saucers, and evil
Martians...convention organiser
Ingemar Nilsson is definitely an sf
fantast.
"We will discuss sf Vs fantasy, and
see films by Ringdahl and Holmberg.
/Norway fan, but JHH never made
films AFAIK/ We will have an sf
auction and hear a speech on foreign
sf, Ingemar Nilsson says, he is a
Gothenburger. Those interested in the
Moon already in the 1950's perhaps
remember the sf club Cosmos, which
later fell asleep , eg lacking money.
The new Gothenburg version is called
Götcon and it hosts the convention.
/No, Götcon was the name of the con,
stupid hackwriter!/ The club is male to
90% and most are students in their
20's.
"We meet regularly and informally
and discuss sf literature and film.
"There are three concepts you need
to know: * Sf which according to
Nilsson are tales of the future based
on science. * Fantasy is similar but
without having basis in reality.* And
fandom that simply is to deal with the
above. If you are in what is called fandom's brotherhood you also strife for publishing fanzines that are
amateur magazines about all this. Of those there are about 20 regularly published in Sweden. The sf fantasts
deals with all literature and film from Jules Verne and HG Wells up to modern American, English and Swedish
sf creators. Horror is always an appreciated ingredient."

Nominate EAPA for the fanzine Hugo -–
We've been sick! *
* With a little nod to William Rotsler.

One notes that the writer of this is
Viveca Lärn! Today she is a popular,
bestselling author. So it goes! And
there was a third article, in Arbetet
March 25, "Convention in
Gothenburg":
(Caption: Selection ot the literature
the young space enthusiasts
devours.)
Sf enthusiasts, those who like letting
the thought become dizzy in deep
space and imagine future technology,
are having a convention for three
days in Gothenburg. These days the
spacemen aren't that many.
According to the Gothenburg leader,
Ingemar Nilsson 17, there are around
150 sf enthusiasts in the clubs, in
Gothenburg, Stockholm, Malmö,
Lund and Borlänge. About 30 are
expected to turn up at the
Gothenburg meet, and two from the
very active section in Oslo. In parallel
to sf these circles also are interested
in the fantasy genre, and the large
border trade between knowledge and
very free imagination,f but the tales
don't always take place in the future,
and may have connections to good
old mysticism; there may be
werewolves.. … A big problem is that
very little sf and fantasy is in
Swedish. You have to maker do with
English (American) if you want to go
deeper into the genre. Only the big
prophet Ray Bradbury, but now
descended into real literature, is
translated to a greater extent. Other
prophets are PK Dick, JG Ballard
beside,of course, classics like HG
Wells. The guys Isaac Asimov and
Robert Heinlein should also be mentioned. There is no sf magazine any more. Old Häpna! Died last
year. Old, battered copies are no cared for like rarities in sf circles. A magazine named Galaxy was
popular in the 1950's but is dead since long. No on entries to get the publishers to translate more sf
books to Swedish any more. All attempts have this far been failures. People don't like sf, that's
obvious. Not even in USA, the homeland of the genre, are there more than 1000 organised
supporters. Sf is making a comeback though after a sheltered existence for a few years.
The flying saucers kept attacking the genre! It was so bad that this piece in Arbetet, March 16 1968,
had to note "No flying Saucers" (the Swedish word for saucers, "tefat", means "tea plate"...):

Fantropologistshavelongsought after theMissingLink
betweenAPAmanandHomoZiniens.

What is sf? Most think it is fantastic beasts, monsters and
flying saucers existing in a fantasy wprld. "But one thing is
sure. It's not about flying saucers. We could discuss the
other things as there are manyb definitions of sf," Anders M
Sjögren says, chairman of the strongly expanding Club
Cosmos. "Sf is about the fantastic worlds of tomorrorw in
other dimensions that Man hasn't yet experienced.
Represented by HG Wells and Jules Verne who wrote their
work when one thought there'd be a chance for this to
become true. But now we know it is impossible. This
literature became popular in USA in the mid-20s and came
to Sweden in the beginning of the 40s," Rudy der Hagopian
says, publisher of the club's magazine Cosmos. Ingemar
Nilsson says:
"The magazine comes at least every second month. The
around 15 subscribers will on about 50 pages read stories
"The 100 Year Prophecy" or "Uninvited Guests or
Phsychoses", articles and reviews. There are two sorts of
science fiction: fantasy and horror. /Sic!/ The latter is in fine
films like "The Fearless Vampire Killers" and "The Phantom
of the Opera". You find Frankenstiein with the characteristic
high forehead with a wide wound. Another figures of horror
you wouldn't like to meet on a dark street is Dracula with two
long pointed teeth, and furry eyebrows. He sleeps during the
day in a casket. Two of my favourites are author HP
Lovecraft and actor Boris Karloff. Rudy wants horror and sf
on Swedish TV, but we have The Addams Family and we
have seen Torsten Jungstedt's Club Werewolf, The Good
Night Saga and the German "Space Patrol".
"The Addams Family could be better. The Space Patrol was a good thing and the Good Night Saga was
sometimes a little mystic and deep. I'd like to see the popular American series The Monsters, but it may be too
scary for kids." Finally some history. What is the purpose of Club Cosmos?
"The club was founded the 5 of January in 1966. We meet and have book auctions, hear lectures, and our
purpose is to spread interest and information and discuss sf. Membership is around 60.m Last year in March
we arranged an sf convention that was very successful.
(Caption: Rudybder Hagopian proudly displays Cosmos Bulletinen.)

Apart from this article makes sf sound like a branch of horror, I wonder about the year of Club
Cosmos Foundation. The resolution of the article is a bit blurry but it does look like 1966. Geneally
the founding is set at 1954, but AFAIK the club had a period in hiatus in the 1960's and maybe the
"1966" refers to some sort of re-start? Club Cosmos members reading this are welcome to clarify. Der
Hagopian was BTW a very talented artist, often appearing in both fanzines and prozines .(Another
one from Club Cosmos who could swing pen and ink was Reine Brynolfsson, today one of Sweden's
most famous actors!) This 1967 Gothenburg con in a teetotaller house must be the 1960's
convention getting most press coverage. Here's a fourth piece from Göteborgs Handels och
Sjöfartstidning, March 28 (last part of headline cropped), "Calming News from sf convention, no
armageddon next year":
Stressing rumours claim the doom of Earth soon. More precisely in 1968 the little heavenly body Icarus is
calculated to come so close to our globe that there's a danger of a collision. During Sweden's 12th sf
convention held in Gothenburg during Easter weekend Leif Andersson, Lund, could dismiss the rumours as
scare propaganda. And he should know what he talks about - he won TV's 10 000 Crown Question in the
subject astronomy.
"Icarus which was discovered in the 40äs has an unusually stretched orbit and it will next year come
disturbingly close to Earth.
But Icarus is so small - the diameter is only a couple of km - that Earth wont go under if if there is a collision."
Around 30 enthusiasts from the whole country plus a couple from Oslo took part in the convention where they
eg expressed disappointment bout that sf literature has been sided from ordinary literature.
"Among the best things written as sf is Harry Martinson's Aniara, Orwell's 1984 and Huxley's Brave New
World, but they won't be labelled sf,"John-Henri Holmberg of Stockholm says. "But the publishers are willing to
stamp the sf label on everything that is really bad." Another thing that make the sf enthusiasts sad is that
people think they believe in everything they read.

"We are fascinated by the genre eg for the unusual richness of ideas it offers, but of course we just as
everybody else know that eg flying saucers don't exist," Holmberg says. That it still isn't far from reality to
believe in sf authors was reminded of when the convention attendees listened to a recording of HG Wells' War
of the Worlds from Orson Welles' famous radio show. The program was done during a weekend /No, it was
broadcast live/ in the from of news bulletins about an invasion from Mars. The result was that half a million
people fled in panic from their homes in USA.

While researching Club Cosmos I stumble upon another sf club from the period and Gothenburg - which I
had never heard of! It's about space, but that is a subject that has always been close to and almost equivalent
to sf... Never heard of it, and I'm one of those who have dug deepest and for the longest time in Swedish
fandom history! It is simply called The Astronaut Club and is described in Göteborgs-Posten March 27 1967,
"The Twins started a Space Club . Now They Build Their Own Rocket":
There's an astronaut club in Gothenburg. One section builds rockets, another has contacts with Cape
Kennedy, The club corresponds a lot and has received many interesting letters from international scientists.
Two twins have started the club which has meetings once a week. Claes Bernes leads the astronomical
section. He is also a guide at the Slottsskogen observatory. The lcub is mostly interested invariable stars. One
member, Kjell Rynefors, has also studied sunspots for two years. Twice a day he makes a sketch of the sun
and notes any changes.. The rocket section consisting of three members has big plans. Lars Johan Erkell and
Gunnar Tordarson attends the Vasa High School and will finish their exams this spring. Despite studies they
have time to prepare an experiment with a rocket. But the launch will wait one or a few years. Right now they
are constructing the rocket. They plan to use a stationary fuel chamber. It won't be an ordinary gunpowder
rocket. They ill use solid fuel but also liquid oxygen. It is rather new and untested among amateurs.The space
section has very good with NASA, the US embassy in Stockholm and the general consulate in Gothenburg.
Rolf Allan Håkansson is an enterprising high school student. He has written to, and received fun replies from,
president Johnson,prime minister Wilson and Paul Ghetty, the riches man in the world. The flying saucer
section follows everything happening in this field. They are also interested in what others thing about this
phenomenon. It is question Lars Ekelund, 7b Båge Way, Gothenburg Lets GP's readers two answer: Do you
believe in flaying saucers? What do you thing the flying saucers may be? Do you think Earth people are
unique in the universe? Do you think there is life on Mars and Venus? Have you ever seen an unidentified
flying object? Assan Schreiber who has a Masters degree is music teacher at Munkebäck high school, is the
adult leader of the group. He is very impressed by what the lads do:
"It is a thoroughly qualified and serious activity"
(Caption: Lars and Anders Ekelund have started the club. In the picture they stand around the "astronomer"
Claes Bernes and the PR man of the club, Rolf Allan Håkansson")

This astronaut club isn't mentioned in any sources I've seen from Gothenburg and the 1960's. But it
must have had contacts with or been known for the fans of Club Cosmos, because Kjell Rynefors
who is mentioned in the article was one of the
leading Cosmos members. I haven't been
able to find out (I only did a little googling)
how it went with that rocket. I fear it never left
the ground, since mix of solids and LOX
would be pretty advanced to work with for
school boys. I believe the club only lived for a
short time, because it hasn't been mentioned
for as long as I've been involved in the space
movement (and that's a long time, four
decades). Most school based clubs die as the
students active in them leave school and
scatter. These were the days of the Space
Race and guess many short lived space
clubs popped up. Any reader who knows
more about this club is welcome to contact
me and fill in! (And in an earlier issue I also
told about the space club the very young
Stieg Larsson had in the 60's!)
Another unexpected find! I have mentioned
the early superfan Alvar Appeltofft, from
which the Swedish fandom achievement
award the Alvar has its name. It seems he
was one of the seven finalists in a
competition arranged by the newspaper
Svenska Dagbladet (SvD). The first prize was
a trip to America. Alvar didn't win but was a
finalist, and with the other finalists invited to a
trip to Stockholm. The paper writes 16 April
1959, "SvD's Americans studyTV":
(Caption: Ready to roll off with a camera in TV's dream factory. Editor Olle Björklund of Radio Sweden points
to a feature. Close to him Hans Glaumann, then Chr Uggla, Stephan Eriksson, Håkan Stenkvist, HG

Newtons three laws of Gravity:
1. Gravity may not injure a human being, but may through inaction
allow a human to stumble and fall and become pretty mangled and
swear like hell.
2. Gravity must obey the orders given it by human science books,
except when such books are from after 1905 when Einstein came
around.
3. Gravity must protect itself from Quantum Theory, as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law.

Lindemalm and HE Rehnwall. Alvar Appeltofft in the stearing seat.)
The seven contestants in the final test for SvD's USA trip walked in the flowing spring sun from one technical
event to next. The warmed up in the morning with a Camp Rising Sun film on the American Embassy, which
as then toured. The coming USA traveller Christer Uggla learned everything about vaccinations andvisa and a
little more about what you need as a guest in the big
republic. When he boards the SAS flight in the end of
June he should be well-acquainted with his role as as
representative of Sweden among young men from
around 20 nations. Then the seven showed up among
typesetting and printing machines in the SvD house in
Klara. They got a thorough answer about how a
newspaper is produced, fast and good. Tillbom thought
the practical features. And then it was away to the TV
studio within the earlier domains of Svea Artillery at
Valhalla Way, Stockholm. Editor Olle Björklund brought
the youngsters into the dream factory. The ingenious
instruments haven't yet taken full control, but it seems it
isn't far away. There's a lot of planning for a program,
and finally making it isn't easy either. There are many
opinions to bring together, before the end result is visible
on the screen. This time the technicians a
knowledgeable audience, because most in it was /from
the part of the then high school system with theoretical
subjects/. Soon it was time for farewell. All went home
with some lasting impressions from two days of a full
program.
Alvar Appeltofft met a sad end at a much too young age
(I refrain from details). It may have started with his
parents pressing him to concentrate on school work and
leave that stupid stuff called skiffy. And one day when he
came home, his parents had thrown away his collection
of sf books and fanzines! That was simply too much!
This SvD article indicates that Alvar must have been a
very talented young man who perhaps didn't need to
work harder in school, since he was among the best in a
big competition. And doing sf and fandom is an
education in itself, really! You learn science, languages
(Alvar corresponded overseas at a young age), writing,
handling a typewriter, social skills, organising (Alvar was
for a time in charge of a Scandinavian sf union).
The 1960's was a slump for sf in Sweden, but at the
very end of the decade it began to be better, and the 70's would be bright. Sam J Lundwall's sf series on TV
probably made a big difference, but before that a big sf writing competition certainly also played its part. An
international contest organised by big newspapers in both Sweden, Denmark and Norway, and a grand first
prize of 2500 crowns in each country (worth around € 5000 in today's money). Dagens Nyheter

announces it January 16 1969. On the same page are two sf short stores (which I won't reprint) to
give contestants inspiration, "Write Science Fiction And Win 5000 Crowns":

Join EAPA, where eleFANs go to die!
(Or at least to take it a little bit more easy...)

Can you write? Arr you interested in sf? Don you want to earn
5000 crowns? Join our big Scandinavian contest. Write a short
story, a prose poem or poem with sf. Mail your contribution by
April 14, and you may win the first prize of 5000 crowns in
competition with Norwegian and Danish writers. The winner in
each country gets 2500 crowns, place two 1500 crowns, place
three 1000 crowns. Here are the rules: The contest is open for all,
no matter age or nationality. Amateurs and professional writers
have the same chance. Contributions must be max 3000 words
and must be written in either Swedish, Norwegian or Danish.
/Then info on where and how to send contribs./ The submissions
will be judge by a jury of three in each country. To crown the
Scandinavian winner a special jury will later be formed with one
from each of the three juries. /Jury names announced later,
winners announced late May and winners then published in three
Nordic newspapers. You may use a pseudonym but enclose real
name in closed envelope. Tel for info./

And the from the three national winners, one Scandinavian
winner was also chosen. The total results were announced
in Dagens Nyheter June 1:
Sf contest decided . 500
contributions. AQ Swedish
debutant, director Rolf Bolin,
won 5000 crowns /ca €10 000
in today's money/, by winning
both the Swedish first prize
and the Nordic prize in the big
sf contest arranged by
Dagens Nyheter, Stockholm,
Politiken, Copenhagen, and
Dagbladet, Oslo. Over 500
contributions came to the
Swedish jury. Ingenious and
fantastic entries made the
selection difficult for the jury.
There were ca 200 entries to
the Norwegian jury and about
the same to the Danish. The
birth of Earth after the Bomb,
invasions from alien planets
and all possible visions of the
future have been the most
frequent subjects. The
Swedish jury consisted of
Torsten Ekbom, Tor Ragnar
Gerholm and Bengt Norell,
and they decided upon the
following winners.

Then follows a list of the winners in the three countries, with story
titles, the sum they win and addresses. Winner Swede Rolf Bolin
(1923-2000) isn't someone who has made any name for himself in sf
AFAIK. Inside the paper there was more this day, "Nordic Champion
of SF . He wrote the story at the last minute":
An sf writer is an ordinary person who does films and film scripts, lives in
a modern two bedroom apartment, five stairs up in central Stockholm, and
at once declares that for him it is more science and less fiction. Not small
green men who like to kidnap beautiful blondes and come from Mars.

That's how it used to be - for Bradbury. Space travel, huge animals, mean-eating
plants that behaved badly. Sf writers of today - at least Rolf Bolin - tries to have a
scientific basis before they start. And are more interested in what happens to the
humans in psychological terms under new circumstances, than of heroes who gets
the princess and half the kingdom after their feats, When Rolf Bolin began to think
about his short story he decided to pick an historical event laying so close in time
that it could be reported for us today. What he picked and what historical event he
describes will be revealed next Sunday when his winning story is presented. He
had three ideas when he sat down, and then he thought and thought, and it ended
with that he wrote the story six hours before the deadline and grabbed a taxi and
delivered the story to DN and their doorman. This has to do with that he always
work best under pressure... Happy, surprised and with a big urge to write more
science, he never thought he'd win. It is in fact the first sf story he has written. To
write sf is to write about our time, Rolf Bolin thinks. And about society, but it
doesn't always have to be deep. … He writes 6-8 film scripts per year, he has
done about 100 information films and films for clients. He was a freelancing
copywriter but in 1954 he got his act together and got a fixed employment with Mr
Nuhma at Centralfilm, where he is happy. … His father was a teacher, for a time at
the Navigation School - who applied for work with Andre before his balloon trip, but
was rejected because he had three children that he hadn't thought of - was
headmaster for the Navigation school in Hudiksvall. So this thing with galaxies and
star systems and oceans came early. … Directly after the war the son without an
exam was sent on a combined study and pleasure trip to Switzerland, which was
the only country except the USA you could send children to … He never began to
smoke but instead sold his tobacco coupons to friends for 50 crowns and in 1946
when he could have started it was no fun any more. /Referring to that tobacco
rationing ended then./ Rolf Bolin thinks everything can be solved by thinking. A lot,
long and often. And he fills his day by thinking something like this: What if this and
that was invented. What if the world locked like this and that or this and that
happened to people. Everything can be solved with ideas, but he is eg sceptical to
that the time machine he uses in the story could be invented. It is important the
flesh out the people you write about … dialogue that is what people could say
even in bizarre environments. What he deep inside means with his story is the old
experience that we are a product of the past and that our freedom has limits. And
he reads colossal amounts. If fancies the Death Sea Scrolls, outer space,
gravitation or something similar, he obtains a l l literature on the subject. Being
well-read isn't to show off. Being well-tread is for fun. He has been married to
Gunilla for five years … and he travels for his filming many months of the year. …
On the walls hangs modern art, eg by Gösta Gierow, and in the bookshelves there
are also inherited leather-bound books, eg Crusenstolpe's Morianen - it is truly sf .
Worth reading. What about the prize money? Well. The motor in the boat hasn't
been gone over for seven years. It's about time now.

I think I made a copy of his winning story from the archive but it's too long to
published here and now (and besides it would be best to translate it to
English). This was a very big competition, from three leading newspapers
and for its time decent prize money. Beside film director, Rolf Bolin was also
a copywriter, magazine editor and lyricist for music. He seems like a nice
man but far from a celebrity. He has a Wikipedia entry - two lines of it, and
his win in this sf competition isn't mentioned.

Perhaps a bit odd, but discussing ideas
to promote EAPA (its needed!) I thought
of: Why not try to get EAPA nominated
for a fanzine Hugo! (Think of that when
you nominate, Dear Reader!)

But it's soon time to sign off. First, Alvar Appeltofft was early known as Sweden's Mr SF, but dropped
off, so Sam J Lundwall is the best choice for that title now. But for Mr Fandom there's no other
candidate than Lars-Olov Strandberg (1928-2019). Being in fandom from the first Swedish con in
1956, documenting everything with his camera, the eternal secretary of everything, always organising
things, always there. I and up to 100 others attended his funeral from which I reported in an earlier
Intermission. Dagens Nyheter congratulated when he turned 75 and did a portrait, July 26 2004
(headline partially cropped for technical reasons), "A Colony on the Moon Is His Dreamwish":
/Starts with name, 75 today, earlier job with an insurance firm, "known as Swedish sf movement'¨s grand old
man", family two sisters with 10 kids who have 5 kids,
interests, to be GoH at 2005 Worldcon,/ The Sf movement
in Sweden is 50 years olf /by now 75 actually!/, It began
with the first issue of Häpna! Magazine. It happened in
spring 1954, Inside the magazine the readers were urged
to start local sf clubs, Lars-Olov Strandberg had grown up
in Traneberg. No he was 25 and kne sf well.
"As a kid I read Jules Verne and HG Wells, but liked
Edmond Hamilton best, His literary hero Cpt Future
attracted me much." He bought and like the new magazine
Häpna! Too. We sit in a cosy cafe in Norrmalm district. The
other guests talk silently. Nobody notice us. And that fits
Lars-Olov Strandberg well. He doesn't want to take up
space. Neither did he want to join any sf club. But two
years later he went to Sweden's first sf con in Lund. A
number of local sf clubs had started by then. The members
almost all young boys, and the con their first opportunity to
me on national level.
"All wore formal dresses and treated sf deeply seriously,"
Strandberg remembers. He was so happy with the
convention that he decided to join Future, the sf club in
Stockholm. But arriving home he learnt his father had died
while he was in Lund. So it took another couple of years
before he became a member. Since then he has never left
fandom, as the movement is called by those involved.
SFSF, the Scandinavian SF Association, was formed in
1960. The thought was to make a federation for Nordic sf
clubs.
"But it became mainly a Stockholm club," Lars-Olov
Strandberg reveals. Through the years he has visited
numerous conventions, not only in Europe: 1967, 1969,
1972 and 1975 he went to sf cons in USA, "fantastic all of
them". And the has gone to the Eastercons in Britain for 36
years.
"The latest was in Blackpool and was very nice," he says.
Tell us! What do you do there?
"We watch films, hear lectures and panel, give out
awards and sometimes we have a convention dinner. The
atmosphere is happy and nice, And it is always good to
meet old friend and forge new friendships." Lars-Olov
Strandberg has no children of his own. Instead he has the
ten kids of his siblings who he often meets. Those have
also had their own children, his grandchildren. Lars-Olov
Strandberg is having difficulties remembering all birthdays.
In the board of SFSF he was first secretary, and then
chairman a few times. Now Lars-Olov secretary once
more. In the 1950äs you must have had dreams about the
future. Have they come true?
"No, not all of them." What is the biggest disappointment?
"That we haven't founded a colony on the Moon."
He now lives in Sundbyberg /Stockholm suburb/ A few years ago Strandberg also bought a condo just

outside the city wall of Visby. He goes there as often as he can. But his 75
year-day is celebrated in the Tolkien society's locality on Norra Agne Street. /I
was there BTW./ was among the founders of this association in 1972 and
was also for a long time in the board. Today's SFSF chair, arranges the
celebrations of fandom's grand old man. It's sure to become a successful
party. Next autumn he is Guest of Honour at the sf worldcon of that year. It
may sound as no big thing, but it is. This honour has never before been
bestowed upon a Swede.
"But to be there you must have worked hard for a long time," Lars-Olov
Strandberg explains. And in that case this honour has gone to the right man.

MOILING CAMMENTS
Henry Grynnsten: Shortly about
consciousness. I think it comes from or
has to do with our ability to build a sort of
mental model of the world around us,
which is then analysed - and the analysis
Could this be the virus? Art by LON.
function is what makes up consciousness.
To have such a model gives us an advantage, we can anticipate risks,
make plans, weigh in alternatives. When I worked for Teknikmagasinet
in the 1980's one Kalle Hillgren sometimes visited our little office. He
was a co-worker of publisher Åhlen & Åkerlund and was known for
collecting versions of the Mona-Lisa painting. He had hundreds! I think
his collection was also featured in a TV program. Mona-Lisa must be
the painting having had most parodies and alternate versions in history.
BTW, to the right a nice science-fiction version of it.
William McCabe: Well, Sweden is now somewhere around No 15 in
corona deaths/capita and going further down, since cases have dropped hugely latest months. That
we had much more "reported" deaths than our nearest neighbours (but about average compared to
Europe) comes from three reasons, I think: 1) different definitions, Sweden counts every death with
but perhaps not from the virus, others require a conclusion in a death certificate, 2) of course you get
an effect from a lockdown (but it may only be delaying, not stopping the virus!), 3) Stockholm, like eg
New York and London, seemed to get a very heavy initial spread of the virus, especially sper
spreaders, from returning vacationers as there was a winter break when the virus emerged. The final
tally and analysis can't be had until the epidemic is over, though. Hm, is the fannish connection to the
comic strip you showed Dave Langford's eye problem? BTW, fannish expression I like is "eyetracks".
Don't leave your eyetracks in the book! It has leaked a little into general language, credited to Art
Rapp and Lee Hoffman, https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095806719
R Graeme Cameron: Congrats to the Aurora Award! Hasn't Donald Trump made an enough fool of
himself to not be re-elected? His handling of the coronavirus has been abyssal, his constant lies or
stretching of the truth in most things he says, always being self-centred, bragging, polarising instead
of unifying, and much more. (But I'm not sure Joe Biden is such a good choice. He'd be the oldest
president elected! A younger force would have been better.)
Garth Spencer: You wanted ideas to promote EAPA. My suggestion would be to try to get EAPA
nominated for a fanzine Hugo! (See a previously!) Of course, we won't win, but EAPA would be on
the nominee lists everywhere, seen by tens of thousands and it might arouse interest, especially as it
would be a bit odd to have an APA and not a specific fanzine as a nominee (but it should be
according to rules). I saw somewhere that it takes surprisingly few nominations to get a nomination,
so if could persuade a few friends... Dear reader, consider making a Hugo nomination for us!
And wash your hands.
--AE

